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GRADE CYCLE LEARNING LEVEL YEAR PLAN

A LOWER GRAMMAR YEAR 1

A LOWER GRAMMAR YEAR 2

A LOWER GRAMMAR YEAR 3

A UPPER GRAMMAR YEAR 4

B UPPER GRAMMAR YEAR 1

B UPPER GRAMMAR/DIALECTIC YEAR 2

B DIALECTIC YEAR 3

B DIALECTIC YEAR 4

C RHETORIC YEAR 1

C RHETORIC YEAR 2

C RHETORIC YEAR 3

C RHETORIC YEAR 4
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EXAMPLE

This shows 
one possible 
sequence 
for a student 
who begins 
in 1st Grade.

Topics are 
revisited at 
different 
LEARNING 
LEVELS as 
student 
study the 
same time 
period in 
greater 
detail as 
they grow.

What is TAPESTRYof GRACETM?

TAPESTRYof GRACETM is an award-winning humanities curriculum that helps parents 
provide a Christian, classical education using a guided unit study approach. The history of 
the world is the core organizational theme of the curriculum. Our four YEAR PLANS
provide detailed lesson plans and discussion outlines that enable parents to be their 
children’s primary teachers and mentors as they shape their student’s biblical worldviews. 
Assignments are provided for four LEARNING LEVELS that grow with your family.

TAPESTRYof GRACETM families appreciate these features:

 WHOLE FAMILY Everyone shares in the joy of learning. All students study the same 
historical topic, but each studies at their LEARNING LEVEL, as classically understood. 

 IT’S FLEXIBLE You decide the pace at which your students move through the material, 
as well as the subjects that they study. TAPESTRYof GRACETM integrates Humanities 
subjects, including History, Literature, Church History, Geography, Fine Arts, Writing 
& Composition, with electives in Government and Philosophy for rhetoric students.

 CYCLICAL EDUCATION Students cycle through world history every four years, with 
all ages studying the same time in history each week. 

Here’s how TAPESTRYof GRACETM cycles work
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LOWER
GRAMMAR (LG)
“Learn to read”

(Grades K-3)

UPPER
GRAMMAR (UG)
“Read to learn”

(Grades 4-6)

DIALECTIC (D)
“Categories &
Connections”
(Grades 6-8)

RHETORIC (R)
“Analysis &
Synthesis”

(Grades 8-12)
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STAGES, NOT AGES. TAPESTRYof GRACETM presents material by LEARNING LEVEL
rather than grade level. This is consistent with classical education principles described in 
The Lost Tools of Learning, by Dorothy Sayers. 

LEARNING 
LEVELS 
Students 
grow from 
level to level 
as they are 
ready for 
advanced 
assignments.

YEAR 1
The History 
of Redemp-

tion

YEAR 2
Between 

Ancient and 
Modern

YEAR 4
The 20th

Century

YEAR 3
The 19th

Century

GRADE YEAR 
PLANS
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Writing prompts and assignments for provided for 12 grade-levels.
WRITING ASSIGNMENTS

These optional writing prompts help complete the read, think, write process each week.

Everyone is on one page. RACs show assignments by learning level.

Threads provides each week’s main emphases and objective goals. 
THREADS

Inside TAPESTRYof GRACETM

4 YEAR PLANS. TAPESTRYof GRACETM takes the story 
of history and divides it into four year-long studies called 
YEAR PLANS. Each of these spans an era of history. Each 
is designed to be completed in one school year. 

4 UNITS per YEAR PLAN. Every year plan consists of 
four quarters, called UNITS. TAPESTRYof GRACETM is a 
unit-study program. You can start your studies with any 
unit. 

4 LEARNING LEVELS per UNIT. TAPESTRYof GRACETM

has age-appropriate studies for four levels (Lower 
Grammar (LG), Upper Grammar (UG), Dialectic (D), 
and Rhetoric (R)), as well as Multi-Level Handbook 
(MH) materials and Guidebooks (GB). 

9 WEEKS per UNIT. Each level and unit includes nine 
weeks. Each has the plan of study for one school week, 
providing assignments for all included subjects for each 
learning level. 

WHAT is INCLUDED?
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ALL LEVELS

Threads help you know that you’ve covered the important information for the week.

READING ASSIGNMENT CHARTS (RACs) 

Included in … Multi-Level Handbook

Included in … Multi-Level Handbook
Use these charts to tailor your plans and “feather” students between levels, as needed.

Multi-Level Handbook & Guidebook

The Guidebook summarizes key information for each subject.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

You read in detail what your students read in summary. Great for preparing for discussions!

Included in … Multi-Level Handbook

Included in … Guidebook

Stages

EACH LEVEL Lower Grammar, Upper Grammar, Dialectic, Rhetoric

Level-specific worksheets, questions, and assignments for students. 
STUDENT WORKBOOK PAGES

Blank maps from our Map Aids (p. 16) are included for your convenience!
Included in each Student Workbook

Our discussion scripts equip you to lead Socratic discussions that help 
your students think deeply about what they have learned. Lower 
Grammar and Upper Grammar weekly Planning Aids (p. 14) included.

DISCUSSION SCRIPTS & ANSWER KEYS
These “cheat sheets” supply detailed scripts and starter questions for each applicable subject. 
Discussion scripts are used with dialectic and rhetoric students. Answer keys are provided for 
workbook pages. Teacher’s maps from our Map Aids (p. 16) are included for you!

Included in each Teacher’s Manual

Year 4

YP
Year 3

Year 2

Year 1

Unit 4

U1
Unit 3

Unit 2

Unit 1

MH GB

TM WB

TM WB

TM WB

TM WB

…x 9 weeks

Teacher’s 
Manual & 
Student 
Workbooks 
by Level

Year 1 
The History of 
Redemption

Unit 1: The Books of Moses 
Unit 2: All Governments are Est. by God
Unit 3: Preparing the World for its Savior
Unit 4: In the Fullness of Time

Year 2
Between

Ancient and 
Modern

Unit 1: The Middle Ages
Unit 2: Renaissance & Reformation
Unit 3: Of Crowns and Colonies
Unit 4: Age of Revolutions

Year 3
The Nineteenth

Century

Unit 1: Napoleon’s World
Unit 2: The Age of Industry & Expansion
Unit 3: Nations Uniting and Dividing
Unit 4: The Gilded Age

Year 4
The Twentieth 

Century

Unit 1: Casting Off the Moorings
Unit 2: Depression & Destruction
Unit 3: Conformity to Counterculture
Unit 4: The Postmodern World

TAPESTRYof GRACETM Years and Units



TAPESTRYof GRACE™ Redesign Editions & Pricing
Our products come in two editions: PRINT (P) and DIGITAL EDITION (DE). Both editions 
have the same great content. Your choice depends on your preferences and needs. 

Print Edition Features Digital Edition Features
 Roughly 2,400 full-size 

3-hole punched pages
 Printed in color
 Can be re-sold

 Roughly 2,400 pages of content
 Works on desktop and tablet*
 Searchable and printable
 Licensed for your family’s use 

only – not for resale
 Can be updated to the latest in-

print version

*DE tested on iOS and Android tablets

Print Edition year plan……….$309
Print Edition unit…..………………$87

Digital Edition year plan…..$189
Digital Edition unit…..…………$49
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Living Books for the Whole Family

TAPESTRYof GRACETM believes that the best way to teach the Humanities is for students to 
read broadly, think deeply, and write clearly about what they read and discuss.

While we include alternative textbook readings, our preferred approach is to read from 
whole, living books that open new worlds for your students. We assign many books so 
that your students can benefit from a range of viewpoints. 

Read. Think. Write.

Our favorite way to get books is FREE. We work diligently to make sure that the hundreds 
of wonderful books that we reference are in-print and current. We seek to include resources 
that may be carried by your local library. Families have found that to make the most of 
TAPESTRYof GRACETM you will need to either have a great library … or build one!

BUILD a LIBRARY of GREAT BOOKS

Many families choose to invest over time in purchasing the great books that we recommend 
in TAPESTRYof GRACETM. For your convenience, BOOKSHELF CENTRAL carries 
packages of the books we use. You can also find the books at your bookstore of choice.

The cost of the books varies by year and by learning level (see below for the price of new 
books from Bookshelf Central, by year plan and learning level). These costs represent the 
upper end of the cost, with most paying much less by using the library and used books.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
Average $    378 $    468 $    445 $    591 $    403 $    524 $    475 $    608 

Basic Packages Deluxe PackagesOR

Many books are FREE at your library.
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1 Level
2 Levels
25% off

3 Levels
33% off

4 Levels

50% off
Lower Grammar (K-3) $70 $52.50 $46.90 $35
Upper Grammar (4-6) $70 $52.50 $46.90 $35
Dialectic (Jr. High) $100 $75 $67 $50
Rhetoric (Sr. High) $100 $75 $67 $50
Total (Low to High) $70 to $100 $105 to $150 $161 to $181 $170

Stages
Bigger discounts for bigger families who buy more than one level!

TAPESTRYof GRACE™ Stages includes Map Aids and 
Planning Aids for Lower Grammar and Upper Grammar.

TAPESTRYof GRACE™ Stages Editions & Pricing

Stages is in development. In 2018, we offer this in our DIGITAL EDITION (DE). We are 
rolling out this new product incrementally. For all year-plans, Unit 1 will be released in 
March ’18), Unit 2 in June ‘18, Unit 3 in September ’18,  and Unit 4 in December ’18.



TAPESTRY Primer for Young Families

TAPESTRY Primer helps families that are beginning 
their homeschool journey get off to a great start!

TAPESTRY Primer provides a wonderful introduction to the TAPESTRY approach to 
learning through guided, historically-sequenced unit studies. Over the course of the year, 
Primer covers the highlights of history at a K-2 level for students who are learning to read.

Since students are learning to read, Primer provides parents with a selection of great read-
aloud books and enjoyable hands-on projects that introduce history for little ones (and help 
parents fill in the blanks, as well!) Envisioned as both encouragement for the new teacher 
and delight for the young student, Primer provides a terrific introduction to TAPESTRY.

TAPESTRY Primer is designed for families whose oldest student is still learning to read. 
Families would use either TAPESTRYof GRACETM or Primer. Books used in the Primer are 
used in TAPESTRYof GRACETM, enabling families to get a head-start on building a library.

Print Package Digital Package
 Accessible and handy
 Printed in color (as-needed)
 Can be re-sold
 Includes the following
 Handbook
 Guidebook
 Activity Books (set of 12)
 Love The Journey

 Works on desktop and tablet*
 Only Activity Books are printable
 Licensed for your family’s use 

only – not for resale
 Includes the following
 Handbook
 Guidebook
 Activity Books (set of 12)
 Love The Journey

Print Package……….$84.50

Digital Package…..$44.50

A WORD about the BOOKS
Like TAPESTRYof GRACETM, Primer is a whole-book / living-book program with lots of 
wonderful resources. These beautiful and informative books will enrich and delight! The 
Primer books typically retail for under $400. As with TAPESTRYof GRACETM, use the library 
to reduce costs. There are several Primer books that are used as “spine” books throughout 
the program. These books (and others) are available from BOOKSHELF CENTRAL or your 
bookseller of choice.   

Primer book package retail total … $386

*Tested on iOS and Android tablets
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HANDBOOK

The Handbook provides the core assignments and content of the 
Primer program. It includes weekly assignments and recommended 
resources for all 12 mini-units, covering history, literature, 
geography, hands-on-learning, and memory work. 

• Included in the Primer print package and Primer digital package
• A print copy can be added to the Primer digital package for $10
• Available individually in print for $19.95

GUIDEBOOK

The Guidebook tutors parents in the story of history, helping you as 
the teacher see the highlights so that you can point them out to your 
student as they learn about each new mini-unit and topic. 

• Included in the Primer print package and Primer digital package
• Available individually in print for $29.95

ACTIVITY BOOKS (x12)

The set of 12 Activity Books gives little hands something to do while 
the teacher reads aloud. These are optional assignments that give 
students age-appropriate coloring, matching, cut-and-paste, maze, 
and review worksheets. Students have one activity book per mini-
unit. In the digital package, Activity Book pages can be printed on 
demand for use by your family.

• Included in the Primer print package and Primer digital package
• Available individually in print for $2.50 each, or $25 for all 12

LOVE THE JOURNEY

In the Primer program, Love the Journey gives the teacher ongoing 
encouragement and on-the-job training in the art of homeschool 
teaching. Written by homeschooling veteran Marcia Somerville, this 
wonderful book has blessed homeschoolers of all ages. 

• Included in the Primer print package and Primer digital package
• Available individually in print for $12.50 and digitally for $9

BIG STORY GAME – Remember Who

This fun, hands-on card game helps students learn the names, dates, 
homes, and significance of almost 120 characters from history.

• Available individually for $24.50

What comes with Primer?

Optional

Print & Digital

Print & Digital

Print & Digital

Print & Digital
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Supplements and Teacher Aids

WHAT are SUPPLEMENTS?
TAPESTRYof GRACETM curriculum provides guidance for parents, enabling them to teach 
the Humanities using our integrated unit studies. Over the years, we have developed 
supplemental materials to save teachers time and to enrich the read, think, write process. 

YEAR PLAN ENRICHMENT. Supplements on pages 14-17 are enrichment products that 
accompany TAPESTRYof GRACETM year plans and enrich the teaching and learning 
experience. These supplements dovetail with year plan assignments and are sold by year.

STUDY MATERIALS. Supplements on pages 18-19 are one-time purchases that can 
either be used with multiple years of the program, or are only needed for a year or two.

Planning Aids … 
just what every busy 
mom wants!

WHAT are PLANNING AIDS?
Planning Aids provide daily lesson plans 
for teachers of grammar students 
(grades 1-6). 

Planning Aids show how to complete 
the assignments in each TAPESTRY 
week plan based on a 4-day week, 5-day 
week, and a 2-week schedule. Blank 
forms are provided so you can make 
your own!

WHO is this FOR?
Parents who are beginning to 
homeschool may wonder how to help 
their students break up their weekly 
assignments into daily tasks.

Planning Aids make this process easy, 
saving time for busy teachers and 
providing models for students who are 
growing in independence.

WHAT is INCLUDED?
Planning Aids include assignment
charts for the lower grammar and upper 
grammar learning levels. Older students 
are expected to learn to allocate their 
own assignments. 

WHAT is the PRICE?
• Lower Grammar…..$12.50

• Upper Grammar…..$12.50

• Buy both for….……...$25

EDITIONS and FORMATS
Planning Aids are available in digital format. Digital format works on desktop, 
tablet, and mobile platforms.  Planning Aids are printable. 14

Perfect for younger families and students.

Lapbooks… watch history 
unfold in your child’s hands.

WHAT are LAPBOOKS?
These bright, colorful folders are filled
with activity booklets that match 
TAPESTRY’s grammar history 
assignments. These creativity 
assignments help hands-on learners 
bring history to life as it unfolds in their 
hands. Available in pre-printed kits or 
as digital templates.

WHO is this FOR?
Lapbooks are envisioned for upper 
grammar students, but many lower 
grammar students love them too (with 
some help)! 

Older students who enjoy tactile 
learning may also benefit from these 
enrichment resources.

WHAT is INCLUDED?
In the printed Lapbook Kit: 
 Instructions for cutting out booklets 

and pasting them on the cardstock
 Folded cardstock
 Printed booklet pages

In the digital Lapbook Template: 
 Instructions for cutting out booklets 

and pasting them on the cardstock
 Printable PDFs of the booklets pages

WHAT is the PRICE?
Lapbook Kits
• Full year plan……..............$50
• Per unit…………………..........$12.50 ea.

Lapbook Templates
• Full year plan……..............$65
• Per unit…………………..........$17.50 ea.

EDITIONS and FORMATS
Lapbook Kits are available in print format. Lapbook Templates are available in digital 
format.
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Map Aids … put 
history on the map.

WHAT are MAP AIDS?
Beautifully drawn, properly-scaled sets 
of maps (by learning level with teacher’s 
keys) simplify the process of studying 
geography and making connections. 

WHO is this FOR?
Teachers and students of all learning 
levels who are using the geography 
component of TAPESTRYof GRACETM.
The convenience of Map Aids makes 
them a very popular supplement.

WHAT is INCLUDED?
Printable, custom-drawn maps and 
answer keys for geography assignments 
in a year plan of TAPESTRY.

MAPpacks are convenience products for 
families that own a year plan. These 
include the printed student maps. 

WHAT is the PRICE?
Map Aids (Digital format)
• Full year plan……………….$35
• Per unit………………………….$10

MAPpacks (Print format)
• Full year plan (LG, UG)...$10
• Full year plan (D, R)………$12

EDITIONS and FORMATS
Map Aids are available in digital format 
and can be printed as often as needed 
for home use. MAPpacks are available in 
print format as convenience products.

Supplements and Teacher Aids
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Pop Quiz … listen on the go.

WHAT is POP QUIZ?
15-minute audio summaries for each 
week of TAPESTRY, along with 
question cards designed to start great 
conversations with the whole family.

WHO is this FOR?
Designed for dads who want to keep up 
with what the family is learning, these 
have been a great help to busy moms who 
listen to audio summaries on-the-go. 
Students love them too!

Enrich learning and save time.
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Evaluations … choose wisely.

WHAT are EVALUATIONS?
History tests, quizzes, and answer keys 
that correspond with TAPESTRY.
Weekly quizzes, quarterly unit-end tests, 
and annual year-end exams build test-
taking skills. Tests aren’t always fun, but 
the skills are important to master. 

WHO is this FOR?
Many use Evaluations as reinforcement 
workpages to help show that the 
student has grasped the material for the 
week. Anytime you need to assign a 
history grade, you’ll have what you 
need with Evaluations.

WHAT is INCLUDED?
Evaluations provide: 
 A history quiz per week per level
 Unit-end exams (history and 

literature for older students)
 Year-end exams
 Answer keys

EVALpacks are convenience products 
for families that own a year plan. These 
include the printed student pages. 

WHAT is the PRICE?
Evaluations (Digital format)
• Full year (all levels)………..….$70
• Full year (one level)………..…$20

EVALpacks (Print format)
• Full year (LG, UG)...$15/$25 (bw/c)
• Full year (D)…………..$20/$30 (bw/c)
• Full year (R)……………$25/$35 (bw/c)

EDITIONS and FORMATS
Evaluations are available digitally and can be printed as often as needed for home use. 
EVALpacks are available in print in black & white (bw) or color (c), by level. 

WHAT is INCLUDED?
Audio summaries for a complete year
of the weekly plans. Each unit includes 
a 2-CD set and question cards.

WHAT is the PRICE?
• Full year plan…..$50
• Per unit………..…..$15

EDITIONS and FORMATS
Available in MP3 with printable cards or as a stand-alone CD with pre-printed cards. 
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Additional Study Materials

Writing Aids
WHAT is WRITING AIDS?
A writing handbook that covers all 
writing genres assigned in each 
TAPESTRY year plan. Used for the 
writing component of all year plans.

WHO is this FOR?
Teachers and students of all learning 
levels who are using the writing 
component of TAPESTRYof GRACETM.

WHAT is INCLUDED?
Writing Aids provides: 
 Teacher’s manual
 Student notes
 Grading strategies
 Graphic organizers

WHAT is the PRICE?
• Digital Edition………..…..$40
• Print Edition……………….$50

Poetics
WHAT is POETICS?
The Poetics textbook covers the nature, 
purpose, forms, and principles of 
literature, giving a history of literary 
movements, their connections to 
historical worldviews and more. Used 
for rhetoric literature for all year plans.

WHO is this FOR?
Poetics is required for rhetoric level
students who will be earning high 
school credits in Literature using 
TAPESTRYof GRACETM.

WHAT is INCLUDED?
Poetics provides: 
 In-depth instruction in Systematic 

Literary Analysis 
 Author biographies
 Terms, charts, and diagrams
 Analysis charts
 Guide to metrical poetry

WHAT is the PRICE?
Poetics
• Digital Edition…….……...$40
• Print Edition……………....$50
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Deepen understanding and sharpen skills.

Shorter Works Anthologies
WHAT are SHORTER WORKS?
Printable collections of harder-to-find 
rhetoric literature resources and 
assignments, with annotations and 
author introductions.

WHO is this FOR?
Rhetoric level students completing 
Literature assignments in Year 2 or 
Year 3 of TAPESTRYof GRACETM. Not 
required for other year plans. 

WHAT is INCLUDED?
Shorter Works Anthologies provide all 
rhetoric literature assignments that are 
not already included in the book list or 
in Poetics.

WHAT is the PRICE?
• Year 2 (Digital)…………...$25
• Year 3 (Digital)…………...$25

Key Documents in 
Government Studies

WHAT are KEY DOCUMENTS 
in GOVERNMENT STUDIES?
Printable collections of rhetoric-level
government reading assignments in 
TAPESTRYof GRACETM. These materials 
form the backbone of independent work 
for rhetoric students earning high-school 
credit in Government.

WHO is this FOR?
Rhetoric level students completing 
Government assignments for credit. 
This collection of documents saves you 
time and effort by providing the correct 
segments and translations of 
documents. The work is done for you.

WHAT is INCLUDED?
Key Docs in Government Studies provides 
all assigned government readings in the 
year plans that are not already included in 
assigned books.

WHAT is the PRICE?
• Full year plan…………..$15

EDITIONS and FORMATS
Key Documents in Government Studies 
are available digitally and can be 
printed for home use. Literature Studies for Young Adults, or LiSYA, applies 

the concepts of Poetics to dialectic students. Available 
for Year 1. Learn more at www.tapestryofgrace.com. 

LiSYA
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Additional Training Resources

Tapestry Teacher Training
mastering teaching with TAPESTRYof GRACETM

TAPESTRY TEACHER TRAINING
These videos address various topics pertaining 
to teaching TAPESTRYof GRACETM -- a great 
help to new and veteran homeschoolers alike! 

The first two sessions are especially helpful for 
those who are just receiving their curriculum. 

Beyond these, note that there are individual 
sessions that address the needs of students on 
different learning levels.

MASTER TEACHER TRAINING
The Master Teacher Training videos are 
designed for a general audience and for 
parents seeking to enhance their skills in 
teaching using TAPESTRYof GRACETM.

Recorded by Marcia Somerville, these 
courses seek to equip home educators.

Teachers completing all sessions can 
apply for independent certification.

Courses include: 

 Session 1: Out of the Shrinkwrap
 Session 2: Lesson Planning 101
 Session 3: Gaining a Vision for High 

School
 Session 4: Grammar and Dialectic 

Students
 Session 5: Teaching Literature All Levels
 Session 6: Tailoring Tapestry to Fit
 Session 7: Holding Socratic Discussions
 Session 8: Developing Learning Skills

Courses include:

 Session 1: Foundational Goals
 Session 2: More Students are 

Caught than Taught
 Session 3: Daily Rhythms for Home 

Teachers
 Session 4: Modalities: What They 

Are and How to Harness Them
 Session 5: Leading Fruitful 

Discussions: An Introduction
 Session 6: Asking Good Questions
 Elective: Intro to Literary Analysis

WHAT is INCLUDED?
TTT Courses are delivered as either DVDs or as 
digital downloads.

WHAT is the PRICE?
Prices are per course.
Tapestry Teacher Training Courses
• Foundational Series (8 sess.)…..$50
• Individual Session (each)...……….$10

Master Teacher Training Courses
• Session One: …………………….......FREE
• Individual Session (each)………....$10
• Master Teacher Certification……$35
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Helping you love the journey.

http://www.lampstandbookshelf.com/llc/classes/courses.php

Check course availability at

Contact Barb to learn more … bspanier@llc.tapestryofgrace.com

Lampstand Learning Center 
online classes using TAPESTRYof GRACETM

WHAT are LLC Classes?
The Lampstand Learning Center (LLC) 
is the online campus for TAPESTRYof
GRACETM classes as well as other 
electives. 

LLC classes offer a live, intimate, and 
dynamic learning environment for 
students all over the world. 

WHO is this FOR?
Families looking for help teaching key 
classes or who want their students to 
learn with other students, but do not 
have a local co-op. LLC classes are 
perfect for those seasons of life where 
sharing the teaching load is a blessing.

WHAT is INCLUDED?
LLC TAPESTRY Classes are offered in: 

 Dialectic History (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)
 Dialectic Literature (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)
 Dialectic Writing (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)

 Rhetoric History (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)
 Rhetoric Honors History

(Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)
 Rhetoric Literature (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)
 Rhetoric Honors Lit. (Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4)
 Rhetoric Writing (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)
 Advanced (Level 11) Writing

LLC Elective Classes are offered in: 
 Dialectic Grammar
 Dialectic: Introductory Logic
 Rhetoric: Intermediate Logic
 Rhetoric: Economics (Fall)
 Rhetoric: Government (Fall & Spring)
 Rhetoric: Health & Wellness

WHAT is the PRICE?
Prices are per course, per student.

Dialectic Courses
• History/Literature Courses…...$375
• Semester Courses………..……….$250
• Writing Courses……..……………...$475

Rhetoric Courses
Full Year Courses…………………..$450
Semester Courses………..……….$275
Writing Courses……………………..$475

"We have belonged to at least 
four other online programs and 
none of them have been half so 

organized or motivating."



Co-ops, Community & Encouragement
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ENCOURAGEMENT for YOU

In this encouraging, informative book, the lead author of 
TAPESTRYof GRACETM , Marcia Somerville, shares the lessons 
that she learned while homeschooling six children during more 
than twenty years. Written at the request of her children, many 
homeschoolers have benefitted from Marcia’s care and wisdom.

MAKE the JOURNEY with OTHERS
TAPESTRYof GRACETM works wonderfully when you study with other families. Join others 
who have experienced the fun of learning alongside other families. Interested in starting or 
joining a co-op that uses our curriculum? Visit our website to learn more. 

http://www.tapestryofgrace.com/community/

Tapestry Advisors are local users who love to help others learn to use 
TAPESTRY. Learn more at: http://www.tapestryofgrace.com/tu/advisors/ or 
contact Sheri Payne at sheripayne@tapestryuniversity.com.

 Planning Aids (p.14) 
Digital edition only.
Both LG & UG  $25
Per level  $12.50 ea.

 Map Aids (p.16) 
Full year plan  $35
Per unit  $10 ea.

1 Choose your curriculum.

(see pages 4-7) (see pages 10-11)
 

 Handbook
Print $19.95

 Guidebook
Print $29.95

 Activity Books
Print $2.50 ea.à la carte components

 Print Package $84.50  Digital 
Package Most Popular

A. Pick your year plan. 
You can choose a full 
year plan or individual 
units. (see page 7) 

 Year 1  Year 2  Year 3  Year 4

B1. Pick Stages level(s).
(see page 8 for  
level discounts)

 Unit 1  Unit 2  Unit 3  Unit 4

2 Save time with supplements.
 Lapbook Kits (p.15) 

Print edition only.
Full year plan  $55
Per unit  $15 ea.

 Lapbook Templates (p.15) 
Digital edition only.
Full year plan  $65
Per unit  $17.50 ea.

 Evaluations (p.17) 
Full year (all LVL)  $70
Per unit per LVL $20 ea.

 Writing Aids (p.18) 
Digital edition  $40
Print edition  $50

 Pop Quiz audio (p.16-17) 
Full year plan $50
Per unit  $15 ea.

3 Additional study materials and resources.
 Poetics (p.18)

Digital edition  $20
Print edition  $40

 LiSYA Year 1 (p.18)
Digital package  $29.95

Print package  $44.95

see online for options.
 Shorter Works 

Anthologies (p.19) 
Only for Y2 and Y3 
Digital-only  $25 ea.

 Key Docs in Govern-
ment Studies (p.19)
Digital $15 per year

 Love The Journey (p.22) 
Digital edition  $9
Print edition  $12.50

 TTT Classes (p.20)
Per course  $10

 LLC Classes (p.21)
Contact the LLC for 
prices and availability.

$44.50

Shop online for tabs, 
student activity page 
packages, and more!

Order Assistance Form Select the curriculum 
and resources that will 
best serve your family.
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 Redesign Print
Year plan  $309
Unit  $87 ea.

 Redesign Digital
Year Plan  $189
Unit  $49 ea.

 LG (K-3)
DE from $70

 UG (4-6)
DE from $70

 D (6-8)
DE from $100

 R (9-12)
DE from $100

B2. Pick Redesign format. 
(see p.8) 

B3. Pick Primer format. 



Connect with us.1135 N. Eastman Road 
Kingsport, TN 37664

423-765-2833 

www.pinterest.com/tapestrygrace

www.instagram.com/tapestrygrace

www.tapestryofgrace.com/blog

M-F, 10am-4pm EST

“The most obvious positive argument for 
adopting a Christian and classical 
curriculum is that the approach (properly 
executed) manifestly produces well-rounded, 
problem-solving, thinking humans who have 
a broad understanding of the history of 
human thoughts and experiences.” 

Marcia Somerville

questions@tapestryofgrace.com

http://www.tapestryofgrace.com/explore

Whole Books. Integrated Unit Studies. Four-Year Cycle. Whole Family. Delightful.

Lampstand Press

Sign up for our newsletter! 
Text LOVETHEJOURNEY to 42828

Helping families. Love the journey.

http://discover.tapestryofgrace.com
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